The University of Memphis
Jazz Combos
Jack Cooper, Tim Goodwin, Evan Nicholson directors
Tuesday, November 15, 2011
Harris Concert Hall
7:30 PM

The 2011 - 2012 Friends list includes the period from July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012. The Allegro Circle includes generous donors who have given more than $5,000 total to the School of Music.

We are deeply grateful for the support of our contributors. For more information, contact Marianne Hartquist, at (901) 678-3625 or m.hartquist@memphis.edu. Names of donors will be listed unless otherwise requested.

*This program made possible through the support of Student Activity Funds and support from our donors.
Evan Nicholson, bass
Johnathan Pennington, piano
Tevin Curtis, drums
Jeffrey Tonos, guitar

Cedric Taylor, piano
Alexander Jackson, drums
Tim Slemp, guitar
Chris Lucibella, bass
Caitlin Braswell, sax

David Parks, bass
Claude Hinds, piano
Jeremy Warren, drums
Jeremy Lewis, sax

Chiemi Fuji, bass
Christopher Dabbo, piano
Aaron Glazer, drums
Benjamin Banti, vocal
Patrick Vaughan, guitar

Frank Rhodes, bass
David Hash, piano
Ryan Richardson, drums

Jose Espinosa, piano
Jonathan Higginbotham, drums
Patrick Hyland, guitar
Amy Redden Smith, vocal

Mason Causey, bass
Paola Pierce, piano
Joshua Smith, guitar
Othman Djuliarso, drums
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